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FOREWORD 

BY 

SHERIFF GORDON NICHOLSON 

CHAIRMAN SCOTI'!SH ASSOOIATION 

FOR THE S'IUDY OF DELINQUENCY 

It gives me, as Chairman of S.A.S.D., great pleasure to write a few 
words at the beginning of this Conference Report because, in so doing, 
I can express both publicly and with some degree of permanence my 
thanks to a number of people who richly deserve such thanks. 

In the first place I should like to thank all thooe who participated in 
the Conference either as Speakers or as Group Chairmen. This was the 
first Conference to require suoh a de,;'ree of active participation by 
members of 3.A.S.D. and they all resp0nded to the challenge with great 
skill and eloquence. 

In the second place my grateful thanks are due to Lord Stewart who, with 
his customary energy and good humour, ,1(..Bswned the hitherto unchartered 
role of Conference co-ordinator. Under his guidance the proceedings of 
all the discussion groups were analysed and summarised and, at '~he final 
session of the Conference, presented with coherence and considerable 
unity. 

In the third place I wish to express my thanks ;'0 Superintendent James 
Brodie of the Strathclyde Police who volunteered to prepare this Report, 
and who has carried out his task with the greatest diligence and skill. 

Lastly - but by no means least - my grateful thanks are due to Mrs Evp.lyn 
Schaffer who, as Secretary of S.A.S.D., has not only guided the Association 
through its years of infancy <lnc:t ad(\leso!~roe but has als 0, throughou't 'these 
years and the years of the former loS.T.D. Scotland, performed vast amounts 
of work, planning and organising the Annual Conference. It is no 
exaggeration to say 'that without her these Conference!:; would never h;:we 
taken place; and it is a great satisfaction to me, as it must be to all 
other members of S.A.S.D., that, although she has now given up her duties 
as Secretary, she is still to be involved in the running of our Conference • 
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AFTER DINNER SPEECH - 12 NOVEMBER 1976 

MR MALCOIM RIFKIND, M.P. 

Mr Rifkind said that the battle against crime in Scotland was in danger 
of being lost. Between 1945 and 1964, the number of those convicted of 
murder, attempted murder or culuable homicide had never been more than 
29 in anyone year and had ofte~ been under 20. The last ten years had 
seen a devastating deterioration - in 1965, 42 convictions i in 1971, 
87 i and in 1975 there had been 94 convictions Hhich included 37 for 
murder. 

Several explanations may exist for these grim figures, but one could not 
escape the fact that these same years had seen the abolition of capital 
punishment, the release of many convicted murderers before the end of 
their life sentences, a progressive approach to crime and punishment and 
the removal of young offenders from the control of criminal courts. There 
was either a cause and effect for these developments or the timing could 
not have been worse. 

Mr Rifkind doubted whether there was a direct relationship between the 
abolition of hanging and the increase in the murder rate but he believed 
that humanitarian changes had played a part in altering the climate of 
opinion towards criminal behaviour. The community believed that the 
authorities were soft on crime and there was no doubt that the crimin~l 
classes shared that view. 

As a practising advocate, he was always amazed at the equanim~ ty and 
apparent lack of concern by youngsters charged with or convicted of murder 
or serious assault as they awaited the sentence of the Court. 

The law, and the criminal cou..""'ts in particular, had lost much of their 
awe and majesty and we were now witnessing the consequences. Because of 
the masei ve increase in murders and assaults, concentration should be given 
to dealing with serious crime ('over the next few years and police forces and 
prison officers should not be expected to devote most of their time to 
catching and incarcerating petty offenders and minor transgressors of the 
multiplicity of statutes which governed us. Until efforts could be directed 
to dealing with hardened criminals, society would simply be running in order 
to stand still so far as reducing the level of serious crime was concerned. 

In his view, prisons ought to be an early candidate for major reform. 
Although Scotland had some of the worst crime statistics in Western Europe, 
it also imprisoned a far higher proportion of its citizens many of whom had 
been committed there for minor offences and for which imprisonment was 
totally unsuitablE'). During 1974, 44% of all men admitted to a Scottish 
prison were there for non-payment of a fine and this was an absurdly expensive 
way of dealing with such offenders as the cost of maint aining them in prison 
would far exceed their unpaid fines. Furthermore, a large number of such 
offenders would never have been in prison before and petty offenders were 
therefore being encouraged to mix with hardened criminals. Considering that 
in 1974 almost 1500 youths under the age of 21 were committed to yeung 
offenders / ••• 
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offenders institutions for non pa;yment of fines, tho effect on fixture 
criminal activity was lil~ely to be considerable. 

The most damag:mg conseque.lce of present policy \-IG.S that it preventeJ 
prison officers from concentrating on their proper role of ensurinr: the 
security of prisons and thQ deterrence or rC'habilitution of hardenea 
criminals and those convict ed of seri ous offences. 

There I-Iere three steps that should be taken to reduce the prison 
population. Firstly, the Courts should make greater us~ of probation in 
dealing \"lith less serious offenders. Since 1970, the number of probll.tion 
orders had declined both absolutely and relatively a.'1d d reversal of this 
trend was required. As '-laS stated by Profe:;sor Radzino\licz, the fan JUS 
criminologist ~ "If I \-lere asked what was the most significant contr t bution 
made by this country to the ne\~ penological theory and nractice ~Ihicll struc!: 
rO:lt in the twentieth century, the measure \,hich 1I0uld endure Hhile so m:my 
of the other methods of treatment might \"lell fall into limbo, or be altered 
beyond recognition, my anS\-ler \-lould be probation." 

The second step ,.,ould be to encourage the Courts to nse probation by a 
strengthening and revampinG of the probation service \"lhose ubsorption into 
the Social Hork Department I-las a serious miotake. Difflcult or unwise 
though it may be to reverse that decision, every effort should be made to 
give probation a professional and specialised identity ;.,rithin the special 
,vork field as the task required experience and training as opposed to being 
considered. an aspect of a social Horker's activities. 

Finally, the Scott~sh Office should speed up progress on Community Service 
Orders '-Ihero, follol-ling successful experiments over the last four yc:ars in 
England and i-lales, the concept ~las encouraged. Community Servico Order8 
Here a cheap I effect i ve meens of dealing Nit h minor offenders by kec. pinG 
them out of prison and ensuring that they mude amends to society throuCh 
unpaid, useful supervised '-Jork. 

In conclusion, j;jr Rifkind said that our broad objective:> must be tHorold. 
Firstly, serious criminals Mtst be securely oonfined and the prison 
authorities in a position to direct efforts tOlvards rehabili tat ion \.,rherevcr 
possible and secondly, minor offenders must be n:ept out of prison \Iith 
alternative disposals such as probation and community service provided. Only 
in that Hay, could I-Ie get our priori ties richt and sloVlly rmorga from the 
deteriorating spiral of the last decade. 
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3. 

PERSPECTIVES ON VIOLENCE 

PROFESSOR NIGEL WALKER 

INSTITUTE OF CRIMINOLOGY, UNIVERSITY OF CAMBRIDGE 

We are ra.ther good at undermining oommonsense by intelleotual gambits. 
When the man in the street is understandably getting oonoerned about ~lrders, 
stabbings, fights at football matohes or in pubs, baby-battering and 
wife-hashing, the aoademio points out that fewer people are being killed or 
injured in these ways than in road aooidents in this o ountry, or by war or 
starvation elsewhere. This is oalled "putting personal violenoe in 
perspeotive"; but if putting it in perspective is intended to reduoe our 
oonoern about it or our I'lill to reduoe it, then we are being made the viotims 
of an intelledual triok. Why should I'le be less oonoerned to reduoe some 
kinds of death or injury simply beoause others are more frequent? 

Again, if the man in the street's oonoern is sharpened by figures I'lhioh seem 
to indioate that all these forms of intentional personal violenoe are 
inoreasing in frequenoy, he is sometimes told that this is by no means 
oertain, and that the figures may be refleoting no more than an inoreasing 
t end.l .10Y to report vi olenoe in oiroumst ano~s in whioh it, "lOuld not have be en 
report ed in earlier ye81's. I am sure that this aooounts for some part of 
some inoreases: but anyone who asserts more than that must surely aooept 
that the onus of proof lies on him. 

I want to express even more soeptioism however about the profitability of 
studying the oauses of violent orimes - or most other kinds of orime for 
that matter. My doubts are partly intellectual. It is one thing to produoe 
an explanation of some very speoifio kind of behaviour, suoh as sneezing; 
and quite another thing to explain a group of aotions I'lhioh oan have a 
hundred different reasons, even when superfioially similar. Before you oan 
explain you must have at least a rough idea of how to distinguish kinds of 
violenoe with different explanations. Until reoently social soientists seem 
to have overlooked the obvious distinotion for explanatory purposes. Instead, 
they drew, for instanoe, situational distinotion: between murders at home 
and murders in pubs: fights at sohool and fights at football matohes. Or 
they drew demographio distinotions between violenoe by males and by females, 
or - more sophistioated - violent behaviour by teenaged males and middle-aged 
females; or by teenaged Cauoasian males and so on. I don't want to ridicule 
this sort of thing: I shall suggest in a minute or two that there is some 
point in situational olassification. But it doesn't help much in explanation. 

It is a symptom of the extent to whioh sooial soientists have been blinded by 
their science that so many have neglected the obvious distinctions: between 
motives for violenoe. Surely if you want to know why somebody hit someone 
you should at least begin by asking him. Psychiatrists and olinioal 
psyohologists, though muoh disparagedby sociologists, have at least never 
lost sight of this sensible point:. and to do sooiologists justice they are 
onoe more making the point (sometimes they oall it phenomenology, sometimes 
verstehen). Jealous violenoe, violence for revenge? violence for political 
ends! ••• 



ends, violence that expresses ethnio or group antagonisms, violenoe for 
pleasure (i.e. sadism) vi01enoe for f'lm (e.g. vandalism and some forms 
of personal violenoe on speoial oooasions) competitive violence (e.g. 
between boxers or rugby fo!~ards) ritual violence (as in some initiation 
ceremonies) ••••• 
all these must be important distinotions for \Vould-be explainers. 

Of oourse '!;hese labels are not the last word; merely the first. And 
psychiatrists and }lsychologists have emphasised ever sinoe Freud that the 
reasons given by the violent person should never be taken unquestioningly 
at their face value. This is espeoially true when a man's legal fate depends 
en the extent to which he oan exouse what he did. Even when this is not so 
he may be trying to exouoe himself in his own eyes or the eyes of his family 
or his friends of his followers. The questi:mer must try to find out how 
oonsistent his answers are with the faots of the case, with his oonduct 011 

other oooasions, with the victim's story (if the viotim is fortunate enough 
to be ali ve ) • 

Sometimes it is instruoti ve to listen to the man talking to his friends or 
fellow-prisoners about what he did, though this is not at all easy to arrange. 
(I have almost aocidentally heard suoh disoussions at my joint prisoner
student olasses, though not often). Hans Tooh, in his book Violent Men, 
desoribes the results of getting prisoners or ex-prisoners to interview men 
about their violenoe. 

Of oourse the questioner i·lill often be faoed with the fact that even in the 
situation as the offender saw it, and with the same motives as the offender, 
it seems likely that most other men would not have aoted violently. The 
questioner may then be justified in asking himself - it is no good asking 
the offender - I-lhether the offender's emotions or impulses are stronger than 
average, or Vlhether tris self-control is Vleaker than average, or - and this 
is Vlhere sooiologists have made a very good point - I-lhether violenoe in those 
oircumstanoes is regarded as the appropriate or excusable response in the 
sub-oulture to whioh the offender belongs. HoVl does one find an answer to 
that sort of question? Well, one oan at least try to find out Vlhether i-lhat 
he did is regarded as exousable, or even admired, by his friends or family, 
or whether he is seen by them as hair-triggered or abnormally jealous or 
whatever. 

But no\'! I'le oome to my f'\mdamental reason for doubting the practioal value of 
explanations. Let us suppose that one has suoceeded in arriving at a fairly 
satisfaotory explanation on one of these lines. \-/hat use will it be? Oddly 
enough, it is likely to be of more use in the oriminal trial and sentenoing 
prooess than in any preventive strategy. It may well help oourts to decide 
how culpable the offender is. Remember that to explain is not always to 
forgive: some explanations increase peoples' oensure. Or it may indicate 
how he needs to be sentenoed in order to protect others. But it will seldom 
tell us hoy! to deter others, still less how to reduoe the total number of 
violent offenders in our sooiety. The roots of most violenoe go so deep 
that any sooial engineering oan do little more than attaok the stumps. To 
use a less oommon analogy: it is very diffioult to alter the amount of fresh 
water i'!h.i.ch floNs throllgh Soottish rivers eaoh year \Vi thout engineering 
enormous ohanges in its landsoape. 

To oome to the point i if we want a sensible strategy for rednoing violence 
in our generation - and any more remote objeotive \Vould be visionary and 
almost/ ••• 
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almost certain to be overtaken by economic, political and cultural changes 
- we should concentrate n,-,t only our money and manpower but also our 
intellectual ingenuity not on eXI-lanatory theories but on tlvO hard-headed 
objecti ves. 

One is the prevention of' situations in I'lhich the most frequent kinds of 
serious violence seem to take place. The othor is the reduction of the 
seriousness of the violence which takes place in spite of our efforts: the 
reduction, that is, of the seriousness of the injuries. 

Let me take the second objective first, since it is easier to deal with 
briefly. The severity of injury from deliberate violence depends a good 
deal on the I'leapons used, although it also depends on luck. It is possible 
for a humah being to inflict serious injury without a weapon, especially if 
he is professionally trained or his victim is l'leakeri but the overwhelming 
majority of serious injuries are inflicted I'lith the aid of some sort of 
instrument, even if the instrument is only a boot. That is why the Scottish 
Council on Crime - or more preoisely my sub-group - spent a good deal of 
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time exploring ways of reducing the availability of instruments of violence. 
vie didn't spend much time talking about firearm control, because that is the 
one sort of weapon which is already the subject of a good deal of legislation, 
and there is no need to stimulate concern about firearms. 

We spent more time talking about knives and glass. Control over knives of 
the kind that can be used for stabbing is very sketchy in this country, in 
contrast with firearm control. The only kind of knife which it is illegal 
to sell is a flick-knife. It is not illegal to sell a lock-knife, a sword
stick, a two edged dagger or the sort of knife which is sometimes called a 
scout-knife (but which scouts, we are told, are no longer encouraged to 
possess). What is illegal is to carry an offensive weapon in a public place 
without lawful authoritYi and no doubt all these are offensive weapons. 
And of course there are many other things which can be carried as weapons, 
from bicycle chains to st eel combs with sharpened ends. So far as I know 
metal tipped boots have not yet been the subject of a charge of conviction; 
but in certain situations I hope they could be. 

Although the Scottish Council did not propose this, I personally wonder 
whether the legislation making it illegal to sell flick-knives should not be 
extended to lock-lmives, other folding knives with blades exceeding 4" in 
length (as in some parts of the U.S.A.) knives with double-edged blades, 
knives with oross-bars on the hilt, and sword-sticks and sword umbrellas. 
But the trouble is that you couldn't outlaw kitchen lmives, which can be 
used fatally in spite of their lack of a cross-bar and a double edge. Is 
it possibleto think of some modification which would make it harder to stab 
with them? 

The other area in which our legislation seems defective is police powers 
of search. As you all lmow, in most cities the police cannot search anyone 
for weapons if he does not want to be searched unless they arrest him. For 
drugs, yes; for wild birds' eggs, yes; but not for offensive weapons. We 
recommended that for an experimental period the police should have the power 
to search people for weapons in public places, fully realising that this 
recommendation would not be aoceptable to all quarters. Like the rest of 
the Scottish Council's report this is <till the subject of a deep and thoughtful 
silence on the Calton Hill. I suppose it is possible that the Thomson 
Committee' liO/ ••• 



Committee's recommendation about detention will be accepted as 0. partial 
f'-;~ :ion. But it could only be a partial solution. 

\'/e also explored the possibility of reducing the availability of drinking
glasses in pubs and glass bottles as containers for alcohol, since so much 
violence takes place where alcohol is drunk, and glasses and bottles make 
handy end nasty weapons. Here the stumbling-block Nas not so much the idea 
of freedom as cost. There a"l."e some public houses "lhich substitute paper or 
plastic containers on special occasions, such as the days of football 
matches; but if they did it all the time it would cost them more. There 
also seem to be aesthetic objeotions to getting dri.nk out of anything but 
a glass drinking vessel, although the English have tolerated pewter for 
centuries. This seems to me to be on the same level as wearing a dinner
jacket to listen to music. 

The other sensible objective is the reduction of situations in which 
experienoe shows that violence is likely. Here is a short and by no means 
complet e li st: 

(a) football matches, of course. I welcome the mechanical precautions 
,.hich are being taken by many clubs to keep rival fans apart, and 
off the pitch. They don't, hm.ever, prevent the violence (or 
vandalism) which takes place on the way home. It has to be faced 
that if football were not a part of profitable show business 
nowadays far fewer matches would be held, or at least far fewer 
Nould be open to the publio. It is a pity that television, instead 
of providing a peaoeful and safe way of watching football, has 
merely separated football "latchel"S into those who are content to 
watch any good match at home and those who insist on being where the 
action is, either beoause they see themselves as supporters or 
beoause they want more direct act i on t han mere wat ching can provide. 

Schemes for making it difficult for known trouble-makers to get 
into foo'hball grounds seem to be too much trouble, or perhaps are 
just bad for business. Special football trains are another example 
of the business motive: if they weren't profitable in spite r.f the 
damage they suffer, they wouldn't be provided. 

(b) public-houses or more precisely some public-houses and some dance
halls and late night eating and drinlring establishments - are another 
focus for violenoe, and violenoe between rather older males than those 
who riot at football matches. It i.s very difficult to see practicable 
ways to deal with this. In some - but by no means all - areas the 
police give the same urgent att enti on to telephone calls from such 
places as they do to banks. But if we could find some way of 
discouraging men who are known to be violent from frequenting such 
places we would reduce the number of violent clashes which are conneoted 
with feuds. Would it be practicable to give courts the power, when 
convicting someone of assault in such a place, to order that for a 
certain period he should not enter it, or even should not enter public 
houses in a specified area? This is not a suggestion for which th.l~ 
Scottish Counoil on Crime should be held responsible; and I can thiuk 
of objections that will instantly be raised. 

One/ ••• 
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One is th&t it would be unenforceable. People will remind me 
that probation orders with requirements to stay away from publi~· 
houses have been found unenforceable. But a requirement in a 
probation order which has to be enforced by a social worker is a 
different thing from a court order which, if breached, can lead 
directly to prosecution. If the police in a certain division know 
that a few individuals are banned from a few pubs, this should be 
a lot easier to enforce than, say, a driving disqualification; and 
nobody argues that driving disqualifications are so unenforceabh 
that they should be abandoned. Of course their enforcement is 
patchy; but it is not negligible. I suggest that enforcement of 
the kind of order I am sugges'~ing could be far from negligible. 

(c) but so far I have been talking about places from which a good 
deal of violence is officially reported. \fuat about schools, 
whore most of the violence is first of all learned and secondly 
goes unreported and undealt-with? I almost hesitate to raise this 
subject, becausd the teaching professi.on is so sensitive on the 
subject. All I shall say is that one effect of compulsory education 
is to place children at ·the mercy of physical and psychological 
persecution by other children whom they would not otherl'lise encounter; 
that blaming the behaviour of bullies on their families does not 
absolve the schools of responsibility for the safety and well-being of 
the bullied children; and that until more ambitious ideas for 
civilising children have been made to work, constant super,nsion of 
children between classes - not only in playgrounds but in lavatories 
and wherever else they behave nastily to each other - is an absolute 
minimum. 

(d) I can't of course overlook ,~olence in the home, perhaps the most 
intractable problem in the violent Scottish cu.lture. Hithout ignoring 
the ba.by-battering mother, I suggest that the violent husband or father 
is a problem abo\!t which we ought to be exercising our brains. Even 
those who want to seek out and destroy the Causes of violence in our 
culture ought to think a lot about this one, because the father who is 
so stupid:. or inept that he can influence his family only by violence 
is probably handing on a similar outlook to the next generation. 

So a question I I-/ould like to put to the laNyers is this. Do l'le have a workable 
definition of l'lhat is excessive physical chastisement by parents? ' 

Ana, a question I I-/ould like to put to Police and PFs is this: do you ever 
discourage a wife (or any woman living l'lith a man for that matter) from proceed
ing l-tith a complaint of violence against him? If you do, is it because you know 
that the chances of getting a conviction are small, because she is likely to go 
back on her e,ridence? If so, is that a sound reason for not taking proceedings 
as far as you feel legally justified in doing? (This Nill no d,oubt horrify 
those liberal lawyers - of I'rhom there are more in the south than here - I'Tho seem 
to believe that a prosecution l-thich fails is one that should not have been 
brought) • 

A third question, this time for social l'fOrkers, is "Hould it be useful if you 
were notified of every complair. '; of violence in the home which is brought to the 
police, even if it gets no further?" After all, a complaint to the police Nhat
ever its foundation, strongly suggests that there is something wrong, and if it 
is/ ••• 



is not a matter for offioial justice it may well be something which 
requires the attention of the social or even psychiatric services. Even 

p, • 

if all the social worker can do is to advise the ,-rife about -the possibility 
of a separation this ma.,y prevent worse from happening. 

A fourth question is whether there is a need in Scotland as well as in 
Elngland for something on the lines of the "personal protection order" or 
the "exolusion order" proposed by the Elnglish Law Conmlission and embodied 
in the Domestic Violence Matrimonial Pr0ceedings Act whioh has just received 
the Royal Assent. A personal proteotion order would prohibit a spouse from 
molesting the other spouse or the children of a marriage; and an exclusion 
order would prohibit him (or her) from returning to the matrimonial homej 
and the judge can attaoh a power of arrest for breaking such an order. In 
England I gather that until now courts have had such powers - or at any rate 
use them - only art er matrimonial proceedings have begun. I don't know 
what the position is in Scotland; I may well be told that here the courts 
already have all the powers they need for the purposes. If so, I would 
simply ask "Do they use them'?" 

I hope I have given enough examples to illustrate my main theme: that 
instead of talking about long-term social strategies that will turn us into 
a non-violent culture we should be devoting as much ingenuity as possible to 
quick-acting tactics with two objectives: 

i. the prevention Of situations in which violence is likely. 

ii. the reduotion of the seriousness of the injuries inflicted by violence. 

DANGEROUS VIOLENCE/ ••• 
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DANGEROUS VIOLENCE 

Now I must turn to another contro'Tersial subject, and trail my ooat in 
another puddle: the problem of dangerousness. Here we are faced with 
two ideologioal cross-fires. One is the point that physioal violence is 
only one kind of dangerousness, CU'ld not the most important. What about 
blaokmail, bad driving, pollution which endangers health OT life, the 
marketing of drugs without adequate investigation of sid&-effeots, ••••••• ? 
We can grant right away that these deserve as much ooncern, perhaps more, 
than physical violence, llut without aooepting the implioation that these 
problems ought to be solved before or at the same time ad, the one with 
which we are ooncern~d today. 

The other kind of ideologioal dng oomes from those who Licmy that there 
are dang,.;rous people, or, more uredi bly, agree that there are "eople who 
are going to do nasty things in the future but deny that we can id~ntify 
them. 

It is as well to 'be clear about the facts, at least as reguxds personal 
"."iolence. Statistically, even yOlUlg Scots males have a fairly low 
probability of committing criminal violence before they reach the safe 
haven of middle age. But a young Soots male who already has a convicUon 
for v'iolence is more likely than one who has not to oommit a future violent 
crime. The probability is still, not high: the probability that he won't 
is greater than the probability that he will. But my first point is that 
there is nothing illogical in being more apprehensive about being in the 
company of a man with a. conviction for violence: especially on a Frio.ay 
night in a bar. 

What the ideologies really mean - or at least what they hlight sensibly 
mean - is that we are justified in being apprehensive, and ( if you like) 
avoiding the company of suoh a man - but not in labelling him dangerous 
for sentencing purposes, when th:i.s means impoEling on him the hardship of 
prolonged detention, or the indignity of close supervision. They point 
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out that if there is, say only a 1 in 3 probability that young men convicted 
of personal violi!!nce will repeat their violence, then to detain them longer 
than the offenoe itself deserves is to detain 2 out of every 3 unneoessarily~ 
and this, it is argued, is morally wrong. 

It seems to me that there are two fallacies here. One is the confusion 
between "wrong" and "regrett able". If your objective is a good one - and in 
this case it is to protect innocent people from deliberate harm - and you 
honestly believe that the only way in whioh you can aohieve it is to detain 
3 men in order to pl'even.t harm by an lUlidentifiable one of the 3, then the 
detention is regrettable but not morally wrong. It il3 wrong only i.f you 
could have, but did not, avail yourself of information that would have 
enabled YO'l to be more selective. 

One piece of rhetoric which is used to make us feel that it is wrong to detain 
a man in order to prevent him fr()m committing harm is to say, as a Swedish 
judge once said to me, that you are punishing him for a crime he haR not 
oommitted. This is quite a. subtle distortion. In fact, you are no more 
punishing a quarant eened smallpox cont act for a disease he has not trans
mitted, or an attempted suicide who is being kept in hospital. It is only 
because/ ••• 



because imprisonment is so often used as punishment that this rhetorical 
trick is so plausible. 

Even if one doesn't introduce moral wrongness into the argument, however, 
there is another fallacy which is becoming commoner. Thi.s is the 
arithmetical fallacy which implies that detaining three me'll because an 
unidentificable one of them will do serious harm if rele~ed is making 
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more mistakes than are necessary. It is making tl-/O mistak~s, whereas to 
let all three go would be to make only one mist~ke. I assure you that this 
argument is seriously used, and by intelligent people. Its fallacy is 
that it treats all kinds of mistakes as if they counted equally, and 
ignores the obvious difference between a mistake that keeps tv,O men 
unnecessarily in custody, but alive and healthy, and the one mistake that 
results in death, maiming or terror for some member of the public. 

I can, however, propose five rules of a non-arithmetical kind which should 
guide us in deciding whether to detain an offender for the protection of 
others. 

The first is concerned with the sorts of harm to which we should limit 
such measures. I suggest that Hhen the measures involve serious and 
lasting hardship for the persons to whom we apply them - as any form of 
detention does - they should be used only to prevent serious and 1astlq...,· 
hardship to other individuals, of a kind which once caused cannot be 
remedied. Since most loss of or damage to property can be remedied hy 
compensation, whether by the offender, or by insurance, or by the st:·te, 
this rule excludes all or nearly all property offences (one can have an 
argument about the theft or damage of unique works of art if one wants). 
It excludes temt'0rary alarm (such as that caused by an imitation or 
unloaded pistol) and minor affronts to decency, such as exhibitionism. 
It includes, however, lasting psychological harm as well as disabling or 
disfiguring physical injury; so that rape, blackmail, kidnapping, Hou1d 
not be excluded. 

Nor does the rule insist that the harm must actually have been done; if 
the offender intended the harm or must have realised that it was a highly 
probable result of what he did or attempted, he should come within the rule. 

The second rule is that there should be good reason to believe that the 
actions to which the first rule applies were not an isolated, out-of
charact er episode so far as the individual offender was concerned. Similar 
conduct on two or more occasions, separated by substaIl'tial periods of time, 
would be good reason to believe this; so would a declared intention, such 
as vengeance on the members of a family. 

The third rule, however, is that if it can be reasonably argued that the 
circumstances !-!hich provided the offender with his incentive have ceased 
to exist (for example, through the death of his enemies), or that for some 
other reason (such as incapacity) he is unlikely to repeat his behaviour, 
this argument must operate i.n his favour. This rule will sound fairly 
uncontroversial, until I argue that it should also apply, though not 
invariably, to an offender's first experience of compulsory detention. In 
plain terms, if for the offence which brings him within the scope of Rule 
1 the offender has been sentenced to imprisonment or otherwise compulsory 
detained for the first time in his life, it can reasonably be argued that 
thisf·· • 
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this experience will make him less likely to repeat his behaviour. Of 
course there will be obvious exceptions; for instance the man who af'ter 
a year or two inside still says "The first thing I'm going to do when I 
get out is to finish him off properly this time." Again,someone who has 
alr~ady experienced imprisonment (or its equivalent) even if for some 
quite different behaviour, S°.1ch as mere theft, would not benefit from this 
rule. But with such exceptions, the first period of compulsGlry detention 
should not be made longer tha:j it would otherwise have been for the sole 
purpose of protecting others. 

Rule four is that if any less drastic measure than detention offers a 
reasonable prospect of protecting others, it should be used instead. In 
some cases supervision offers this prospect, especially when couple:d \'Ii th 
sensible requirements (such as residence at a specified address) or with 
prohibitions (for example, someone who has acted as an enforcer for a 
protection racket, and whose face is well known to the local police, could 
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be forbidden to enter certain parts of a city). People could be disqualified 
from doing certain jobs; for instance, jobs involving responsibility for 
children. If you are sceptical about disqualification then you must reconsider 
the extent to which we rely on it to protect people against dangerous d.rivers. 

The fif'th, and last ,rule is that if you feel justified in detaining 
someone or prolonging his detention for the safety of others, the conditions 
of his dete."ltion should be made as tolerable as possible. The force of this 
rule, like that of the others, is a moral one. If the detention is no 
longer justifiable as retribution, denunCiation, deterrence or correction, 
but solely as a protection tor ethers, its conditions should be no \'Iorse, 
apart from the deprivation of liberty, than those which a law-abiding 
wage-earner would enjoy mrlside. There is scope here for a great deal of 
detailed discussion and ingenuitn all I have time for is the statement of 
the principle. 
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VIOLENCE ON THE STREETS AND TERRACING 

CHIEF SUPERINTEN11ENT GEORGE BIRD 

LOTHIANS AND BORDERS POLICE 

Mr Bird began by referring to a new kind of violence which was 
increasingly being enoountered and that was violence without any 
rational motive, which he termed Conflict or Destructive Violence. 
In his view, that type of violence had the most serious actual or 
potential consequence not only for the victim but also for law and 
order. 

As a Divisional Commander \'lho, in addition to having two sporting stadia 
in his area, also had discos, public houses and other places of entertain
ment which attacted young people, he was concerned about the increase in 
that type of violence. People, particularly young people, who walked the 
streets in late evenings, were liable to be attacked by groups of youths 
for no apparent reason. Groups of football support ers deli berat ely sought 
confror.tation and went berserk not only at matches but on the way to and 
from them. They attacked opposing supporters and people or the property 
of people who had not been involved in any way. 

Irrespective of what statisticians said, Mr Bird maintained tha.t that type 
of violence had increased and the Police alone could not reverse the 
disturbing trend. One was forced to pose the questions - why had that 
upsurge of violence occurred in what was relatively a civilised society 
and who were the people involved in such anti-social conduct? 

In his experience, those mainly responsible for violenoe on the atl'eets 
and terracing were male youths aged between their early teens and their 
early twenties, mostly from lower working class backgrol.,'llds and of whom 
a small hard core had a history of delinquency. Most of those responsible 
for violence in the streets were youths who had previously come to the 
notice of the Police and \iere predisposed tOlolards delinquency. The same 
youths were often involved in violence at football matches and tended to 
be ringleaders. Many young people who would not normally get into trouble 
did become caught up in football hooliganism. 

The problem of violence by young people could not be separatedfrom that of 
general delinquency as illustrat.ed by the positive link between violence and 
vandalism which in itself had such a demoralising effect on the environment 
of our towns and cities. In recent years, he had detected and feared a decline 
in the general level of tolerance to violence and vandalism. A few years ago, 
there would have been shook at the vile, inarticulate and obsoene shoutings 
of the terracing whereas today, spectators, club officials and the governing 
bodies seemed to accept these scenes at football grounds • 

.A great deal had been said and written about the causes of delinquency and 
the views of individuals depended more on their social philosophy and 
personal attitudes than on an objective assessment of the facts. On the 
one hand, there existed those who regarded delinquency as an effect of 
social deficiencies with the delinquent requiring kindness and understanding 
while others thought the treatment of offenders to be soft and in advocating 
harsher/ ••• 



harsher penalties, saw the delinquent as the restl.lt of a soft approach 
in penal policy. 

Each view contained an element of truth and Mr Bird felt that a rational 
course of action would emerge from a reconciliation of vieylS as opposed to 
dispute and recriminations. He firmly rejected the philosophy "hich 
regarded football hooligans as "individuals ali enat ed by a capitalist 
society engaged in the only form of protest open to them" or the statement 
by Dr Martin Luther King that "riots and violence are the language of 
those to whom no one listens" as these simply encouraged hooligans to 
excuse their anti-social conduct. 

Vlhile social deficiencies did play a contributory part, they vTere not the 
only reasons for anti-social conduct . and although rejecting calls for the 
return of cOTporal punishment, he felt that certain crimes, particularly 
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those associated with violence must be viewed as unacceptable and that 
sanctions should reflect that disapproval. He believed that more severe 
sanctions would at least deter the greater proportion of potential delinquents. 
So far as violence on the streets and terracing \"las concerned, a fair 
proportion of offenders were more strongly influenced by their peer groups 
as opposed to any motivation of their Cl'..m a11d the influence Hhich the peer 
group leaders could exercise on others ought not to be underestimated. 

The elders of any society had an undivided duty to teach the traditional 
rules and demonstrate to the young the value of keeping to such rules. 
In his youth, there existed clearly defined rules, what \"las acceptable 
conduct and "hat ,.,as not but nowadays the picture ''las blurred and no leader
ship was being given to young people. Too many people had opted out of 
their responsibilities towards young people and much maligned school teachers 
could not be expected to discharge this role on their olm. 

On vandalism, Mr Bird posed the following questions - what part did television 
play in the upsurge of violence? Should the Police be given additiona.l 
powers to discourage the carrying of offensive weapons? Why should violence 
be associated with soccer and not rugby? I'Ihat part did sectarianism play? 
Here football clubs doing enough in condemning hooliganism on the terracing? 
Hhat additional steps could be taken by the clubs and the governing body to 
improve the situation? Should the law of the land be invoked to controlling 
conduct on the field as there was a clear int eraction between vi olence on the 
field and 'on the terracing'? Was the philosophy in the Social Work Act 
right or should a greater responsibility have been placed on parents to make 
them responsible for the wrongful acts of their children? 

.PlSCUSSION! ••• 



DISCUSSION 

Dr Loweg, Psychiatrist, maintained that parents would require to assume 
more responsibility for the actions of their children and asked why 
parents should not pay the penalty? Councillor Mrs Lamb, Grampian, 
~eed with Dr Loweg and point ed out that the parents of many children 
appearing before Hearings required. education themselves. 

Assistant Chief Constable Kennedy, strat hclyde, was of the opinion that 
some monetary penalty should be imposed on parents. In his view, there 
had been no proper planning for the Social I'lork Act as could be seen 
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with the present lack of facilities. Mr McGregor, Strathclyde, pointed 
out that almost a decade and a half had passed since the Kilbrandon Report 
and nothing had yet been implemented in regard to sooial education. 

Mr Moxley, Social Work, wondered if our present problem , ... ith violence was 
part of a heightening of tension generally in society and that if some 
success was made in controlling football violence, the problem would find 
another outlet. Mr Ratcliffe, ex-Assistant Chief Constable, Glaegol'/, 
throught the situation in regard to football violence had worsened in 
Edinburgh although there had been an improvement at Glasgow where there 
Vias a ban on the use of flags and banners and entertainment was provided 
before and during the game. He also agreed that parents ought to have 
legal responsibility for the actions of their children. 

Councillor Cook, Lothians, maintained that football had deteriorated to 
such an extent that adults seemed to be ai:landoning it. In his vieVl, local 
authorities could be more active in combatting the violence. Citing the 
success of the Meadowbank Complex, he advocated more facilities for 
leisure and recreation to keep children out of trouble and that Police 
Community Involvement ought to be expanded. Mr Gamble, Children's Panel, 
wondered if the competition factor in football had anything to do with the 
violence. He also wished that as a Children's Panel member, he could compel 
parents to deposit caution for the good behaviour of their children. 
Sheriff Rose pointed out that when it existed, the Juvenile Court had the 
power to fine parents. In his vie,>r, it would be a bit unrealistic fining 
parents for their children's offences if they (the parents) werp. unable to 
pay their own fines. 

Inspector Halbert, Devon and Corm ... all Police, referred to an experiment 
which had been done in 1975 to discover more about the action of crowd 
violence. Part of the experiment centred on police officers' perceptions 
of crowds using a video sequence and among the findings were that crowd 
composition was composed of three distinct groups:-

(1) Leadership, where the people may be disparent from the normal 
crowd member and where their attitude ,.,as likely to include a 
predictable political philosophy and/or a predictable and 
stable attitude towards society; 

(2) The Hard Core Group, where the members will be fairly homogeneous 
in age and attitude and would include supporters of certain 
football clubs and hard line activists in political demonstrations; 
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and 

(3) The Peripheral Mass, probably comprising in excess of 80% 
of a total crowd and who, if they did begin to act in 
unison in crowd situations, liould do so mainly by contagion 
rather than conversation. 

In applying these theories, Insp3ctor Halbert said that efforts by the 
controlling agencies must be aimed at preventing the contagion of the 
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crowd at large by a small hard core group and such meaBures would be more 
cost-effective and socially effective than large heavy handed confrontation
ary and repressive meaBures a,..-f't e1' t he crowd si tuat i on had got out of hand. 

Mr Moxley, Social i'iork, believed that opportunities must not be made at 
football matches for the hard core group of violent supporters to aBsert 
themselves and Chief Superintendent Bird said that the group leaders were 
arrested first and that generally took the heat out of the situation. 

Lord Hunter said that the Scottish Council on Crime had debated the question 
of pOlice powers of search for offensive weapons and the consensus liaB to 
give such powers, just as for drugs, for a five year experimental period 
leading to possible legislation. However, it was thought that practical 
and public opinion could have come apart and that it ma;y have led to a 
worsening of police-public relations. ?oil's Norrell, Children's Panel, 
thought that there should be automatic forfeiture of offensive weapons and 
that alcohol availability to young people should be curbed. 

In conclusion, Chief Superintendent Bird said that clubs could take 
greater measures. Although the Safety at sports Grounds Act was helpful, 
cl1.".bs required to take strict control of their players, to adopt an 
attitude towards their young supporters, to improve conditions such as a 
father attending a match with his son, and in regard to stewarding. 

, 
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VIOLENCE IN INSTITUTIONS 

DR. JOHN GOTEA-LOi'lEG 

THE STATE HOSPITAL, CARSTAIRS 

Dr Loweg began by emphasising that the State Institution at Carstairs 
was a hospital which housed people who were considered to be dangerous 
at one time and generally, it was a very peaceful place with little or 
no violence. 

Viplence, he said, was an expression of extreme anger or disapproval, an 
expression which was capable of being shown at aome time by any person 
and even nice people could be violent. Being part and parcel of human 
nat 'e, violence had a quality about it and the energy which it released 
could be tremendous. 

In many cases, the relationship between the violent person and the victim 
was a very close and intimate one - violence was a language, a feeling -
it started in the cradle and every mother knew the different reactions from 
her babY. 

Violence seldom existed without some form of frustration, anger or 
disapproval and in institutions, such as prisons even the buildings them
selves seeUled to look aggressive. In an attempt to reduce the violent 
image of buildings, bars for instance were now fixed to the inside of 
windows of new bui Idings at Polmont. 

On the other hand at Carst airs st at e Hospital electronically controlled 
gates have now been installed af'ter more than 25 y~ars which many more 
members of staff were now required to operate and some may ",ell conside.r 
this tobearetrograde step for a 'hospital'. 

In Dr Loweg's view, the patients now felt more than ever that they were 
in a prison setting rather than a hospital but despite such structural 
contradictions, efforts were being made to surround the patients with a 
hospital atmosphere as opposed to one which reflected a prison • 
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Mr Melville, S.A.S.D. Prisons Division, agreed with Dr Loweg that the 
level of violence in prisons was small. He also agreed that the 
archi t ecture of pri sons Nas import ant. Chi ef Guperint endent Bird 
wondered if putting bars on the inside of cells Hould increase the 
opportunity for suicide attempts. Dr LOHeg reiterated that a prison 
had to be humane and purposeful and that it \-fas important to create 
the right atmosphere. If the threat or an actual suicide was the price 
which had to be paid fo:!' installing internal cell bars then that was 
that. He believed that violent prisoners, particularly those in the 
Special Unit, now expressed their violence in different and socially 
more acceptable wa;}'"s, but if frustration set in again, they would 
probably once more return to their original violence. 

In answer to a query' from Mr Ratcliffe, Mr Melville said that Perth 
Prison did not experience any more violence than that in Barlinnie. 
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Sheriff Rose wondered if prison had an effect on young people, particularly 
those who were requit'ed to be detained for the first t:!me and had nevor 
been alone before. Dr Loweg said there was no doubt that many young 
offenders became depressed with the prison scene and one solution \.,ras to 
place some in the hospital Hard. Mr Melville pointed out that the routine 
in Longrigg~~d Remand Unit was changing. More sessions of recreation and 
education were being introduced during the d<\V and offenders were only 
locked up at night. Inmates in Young Offenders :.r~stitutions Here in 
single cells and ther.e was evidence to suggest that they preferred the 
solitude. Professor Walker said that when there was doubling up in some 
prisons, the suicide rat e dropped. Dr Loweg agreed that soli tary confin~ 
ment was for some youngsters a frightening punishment. Mr Melville said 
it was the Prisons Division policy to aim for individual cells. 

In answer to a question from Mr Greer, Education Psychologist, regarding 
the f\mc·t;ion of a prison, Dr Loweg said that his own approach would be 
rehabilitati'ln and not punishment. It was important that the fabric of 
the prison building be conducive to the creation of a haven of peace where 
the inmates could improve and equip themselves for a better and more orderly 
life outside. Society was itself cruel for I'1hen offenders left prison they 
had to face the disapproval of that society making it difficult for instance 
to get a job. ASlJistant Chief Constable Kennedy reminded us that in the 
short term, the protectlon of the public was uppermost while rehabilitation 
was in the long term. 

Mr McGregor, Reporter to Children's Panel, was of the opinion that while 
life in List D Schools would never be enjoyed by the inmates, the standard 
of living in them was too luxuri ous. Mr Dale, Headmast er, Balgowan Li st D 
School, took exception to all List D Schools being labelled permissive. 

In conclusion, Dr Loweg said he was not subscribing to the soft approach -
he believed in punishment but even punishment; could be inflicted with 
dignity. 

., 
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VIOLENCE IN THE FAMILY 

MIt. ALBERT ADAMS 

SENIOR SOCIAL \-lORK ADVISER 

SOCIAL I-lORK SERVICES GROUP 

Mr Adams began by referring to the Parliamentary Select Committee on 
Violence in Marriage in 1975 and which could be seen as an attempt to 
provide a conceptual framework in which violence in the family could 
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be understood. In addition/ the Commi·~tee had made over twenty-eight 
recommendations which dealt in a practical and policy way of alleviating 
the difficult problem associated with battered l'lives. 

Under a new Chairman, the Select Committee had recovered and was again 
looking at the problem of children who were also subject to violence 
within the family and other settings. Most of the Select Committee's 
recommendations involved many departments, both centrally and locally. 
For instance, the Select Committee had identified the housing situation 
as a key area and wondered whether or not the battered Nife should be 
regarded as "homeless". It also had rec omm end at i ona for law refonn, 
the role of Eiocial work and education, as well as looking at the problems 
of violence and its association with alochol. 

In essenc~, the Select Committee were concerned with trying to break up 
what they call lithe cycle of vi olence" and Here in fact giving credence 
to the old sa;ying "vi olenee beget s vi olence". It was not possible for 
the Committee to come out strongly as to the Causes of violence to women 
or indeed violence in the \-Thole family setting. There were many factors, 
both social, cultural and psyohol·")gl.cal but it was quite possible that a 
link existed between violence t.o adults and violence to children. 

The Committee had a great deal to say on practical solutions to the problem 
such as the setting up of Nomen's refuges. Thore were now refuges in most 
of the large totms and cities in Scotlandahd following one of the Committee's 
reoommendations, the Scottish Women's Aid Organisation had been set up and 
a grant given to them by the Scottish Office. 

The WO.men's Aid organisations had given evidence to the Select Committee, 
much of it of a personal nature, but they had also commented and not always 
favourably, on many of the services concerned with the problem. Both sooial 
work and the police had been criticised and many of the women's organisations 
felt that the law made it very difficult for them to get justice. For 
instance, the women's organisations felt that the Police were reluctant to 
take action and that Sheriff Officers had difficulty in implementing inter
dicts. 

In conclusion, Mr Adams briefly discussed the nature of violent acts \'Tithin 
the family. Many people felt thct that kind of violence was a cultural 
matter and were largely familiar with the cultural stereotype of the man 
coming home from the pub and assaulting his 1rife. Nhile alcohol was an 
important factor, much of the evidence given by the battered women was that 
violence/ ••• 



violence occurred at any hour of the dC3\Y or night and was frequently 
persistent and long term. For many people, the family was a dangerous 
place. The Select Committee felt that much could be done to alleviate 
the problem both in a practical \'lay and long term efforts such as 
education in schools, the setting up of information centres, refuges 
and a twenty four hour family crisis centre. 
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VIOLENCE IN THE FAMILY 

MR. HILLIAM R. McGREGOR, T.D. 

REPORTER TO CHILDREN'S PANEL - STRATHCLYDE REGION 

Mr McGregor began by sa;ying that the main difference bet~leen violence 
in marriage and violence on the streets and terracings ~ra,s that the 
latter was almost always motivated by either mob hysteria or a feeling 
of general euphoria, while that within the home I~as normally cold and 
calculated. While undoubtedly there I'rere many Causes of violence 
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I'lithin the home, the prime one was probably the readily held, though 
archaic, belief that not onlyw'asaman's home his castle but that he was 
king of that castle and the remainder of the inhabitants were not only 
his l3ubjects but his serfs. As a result, his viel.,. was absolute within 
that home and the remainder of the family were denied even the protection 
of the rule of law. 

Was it not strange in this civilised age of liberated women and 
computerised match-making that despite the image of the idyllic love nest 
as projected by Hollywood and by the small screen, that inevitably, 
follO\'ling attraction and courtship and subsequent marriage, all should be 
sweetness and light, and that instead there existed not just a feli, but 
very many marriages whose partnera would more frequently enjoJT fisticuffs 
and verbal harangues than caresses. 

Though obviously daring to trespass in the realms of the psychologist and 
the psychiatrist, Mr McGregor said he would go so far as to suggest a 
number of casaul factors in precipitating such situations I.,.ithin marriage:-

1. The Bully - the baDically ilIUIlature person, normally male, who 
was prone to vesting his spite and violence on those least likely 
to be able to retaliate, normally his I'life and children. 

2. The Inarticulate - again, usually tue husband, \oTho, tmable to 
hold his olm in either argument or discussion because of the 
superior intellect and ~~iculateness of his wife, would 
invariably resort to violence to prevent defeat. 

3. The Disciplinarian - the husband who could not tolerate mis
management or maladministration by his \'life and would be provoked 
beyond reason by the frittering a'tlay of household budgets or by 
an apparent permissive attitude towards the family. 

4. Diminished Responsibilit~r ". ~here diminution of responsible 
attitudes by either partne~ was occasioned by either the imbibing 
of alcohol, or the ingesting of some drug of where perhaps less 
cOlIUIlonly, there had been a marked change in behaviour patterns 
because of mental illness (in his vi eI'T , the remarkable thing 
there was the lenient and sympathetic attitude conveyed by many 
Courts when a plea of mitigation was put forward, based solely 
on the fact that the person was under the influence of drink or 
drugs/ ••• 



drugs despite the fact that the offender knewW3ll in advance 
the likely effects of such imbibing or ingesting). 

5. Where Violence was Accepted Norm - frequently, where both 
partners in a marriage had been brought up in the environment 
where violenc'1 was part of the normal fabric of dfW to day 
living, they therefore oonstrued such behaviour as quite 
acceptable. The natural, if somewhat catastrophic consequence 
of such a union and of such attitudes was that children were 
reared to accept that violence, either by the clencJted fist, 
the booted foot, the bottle, or the knife, was justifiable 
in any circumstances. 

Such was the sub culture of violence but even more frightening WeB the 
violent sub culture which either condoned or turned a totally blind eye 
to such behaviour. Z,1r McGregor then instanced a true situation when, 
many years ago, he was instructed to investigate a case of serious l'fife 
assault and prepare a Probation Report for a Court. In the course of 
the investigation, he visited the home and interviewed the wife and on 
the basis of commisera.ting with her, mentioned that it must have been a. 
frightening experience as her husband had attempted to throw her bodily 
from the fourth storey baloony of the flat in which they lived. Her 
reply was to the effect tha:~ "If I had not had my month old child in my 
arms, not one of the neighbours would have bothereci, or dared, to have 
sent for the Polis." 

lrlr McGregor concluded by stressing several other points. Firstly, that 
physioal violence, abhorrent though it was, was not by any means the 
most oommon form of abuse, and that in many households, the odd bruise 
or contusion was more acoeptable than a persistent battery of harangue 
and invective whioh, in most cases, would have a far greater emotional 
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and mental effect than the odd cuff or punch. Secondly, the total number 
of cases referred or investigated by the Police, the Courts Md the 
Children's Hearings must be seen solely as the tip of a very large iceberg, 
much of which would always remain submerged. Thirdly, none of us could 
afford to be oomplacent or snobbi sh as it \'las not obvi ous from t he type of 
persons admitted to the Battered Hives Refuge, that it 1-19,.<;1 no longer solely 
social classes four and five who were subjected to aggression, physioal 
violence and a barrage of verbal abuse because many of these wives had nON 
publicly stated that they were the spouses of doctors, solicitors, 
accountants and many other professional classes. He had to accept the 
situation and realise that it was not oonfined to a particular section of 
the conmn.mHy but was universal. 

DISCUSSION! ••• 
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DISCUSSION 

Councillor Haddon, Bordel's, wanted to know if , within the matriarchal 
concept, there was any evidence of increa.eed or decreased wi fe assault. 
Mr McGregor said that in the north east of Scotland there was no 
trouble in the matriarchal home. 
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Mrs Morrell, Children's Panel, endorsed Mr McGregor's views on the 
subject and said that there existed a more violent society in Scotland 
wi th the batt '3red baby becoming a batt ered chi Id. Mr McGregor I'londered 
if the State should be more active i.n interfering with families. Dr 
Loweg thought that some people ''1ere so extremely disturbed that the 
children in some families ought to be removed. Mr Mercer, Reporter to 
Children's Panel, was of the opinion that legislation ,.,ould be required 
by the Courts to consider each case. Dr Loweg emphasised the importance 
of quickly identifying such families before time was allowed to run out 
and Mrs Pearce reminded the group that although rejected, by them, such 
children may still wish their natural parents. 

Mr Moxley, Social Work, referred to parents who refrained from seeking 
assistance from ~encies for fear of them being listed and Mr McGregor 
urged that all the agencies must co-operate. Mr Adams said he \'1ould 
muoh prefer to see h01'1 the whole problem arose as we tended to offer 
solutions before the problem c~~ld be effectively tackled. 

So far as alleged police reluctanoe in cases of wife assault \'Iere 
ooncerned, both Chief Superintendent Bird and Assistant Chief Constable 
Kennedy rejeoted any suggestion of reluctance on the part of the Police 
who, in every such case, would safeguard the wife and the family. 
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VIOLENCE ON THE STREETS AND TERRACING 

CHIEF SUPERINTENDE1~ IVOR DUNFORD 

STRATHCLYDE POLICE 

25. 

Mr Dunford, who has the Ibrox area in his Division, stated that he was 
particularly involved through his police responsibilities with 'football 
violence' • 

He maintained that such violence was a manifestation of many contributing 
factors which came into operation well before the 'fans' reached the 
proximity of the football stadium. 

'Supporters', he said 'build up to attacks of violence on the way to the 
ground.' eg while travelling in buses which sometimes stop in many 
places en route to the ground, supporters are to be seen drinking heavily. 

Certain observations could be made within the ground, such as:-

(1) Supporters all wanted to be together. As such they formed 
gangs which had a close social network of relationships. This 
provided th6.l1 with a sense of security as they could, as 
individuals, hide within their own group identity • 

(2) The total crowd atmosphere created a social climate which 
encouraged violent behaviour, eg the singing of obscene songs 
to annoy rival factions. 

(3) There is always a criminal element present which created further 
possibilities for provoking violent behaviour, eg theft from 
the person. This might intimidate such a person to react 
vi olent ly and gain support from others. In order to gain ends 
the thief might also react violently. 

(4) After the game had finished rival groups cl'eated further 
violence out wi th the ground. 

Mr Dunford suggested that the following actions might help to reduce 
violenoe:-

(1) Ban contract hire coaches. 

(2) Drink should be totally banned from public service vehicles. 

(3) No drink should be served in public houses and hotels near the 
ground. 

(4) The police should be informed of the route of all public service 
vehicles transporting supporters to the ground. Stopping places 
for such vehicles should be approved so that they could be 
sup ervi s ed/ ••• 



supervised by police. 

(5) Drink should not be allowed in the ground. 

(6) The football clubs and the police should examine the best methods 
of crowd control. 

(7) Children, unaccompanied by an adult, should not be allowed in the 
ground. 
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VIOLENCE ON r.PID~ S'fREETS AND TERRACING 

MRS. HELEN ROSS 

PROOURATOR }"':[SCAL DEPUTE, ABERDEEN 

Mrs Ross said that there were two main aspects to violent beha.viour:-

(1) that \'I'hich was generated amongst individuals; and 

(2) that which was generated by groups of people. 

In her opinion, the ~ain Cause of violent behaviour resulted from rage 
and frustration. Kellmer Pringle of the National Children's Bureau 
suggest ed t hat human beings had four primary needs:-

( 1) Need for love experience. 

( 2) Need for security. 

(3) Need for praise and recognition. 

(4) Need to be given responsibilities. 

If needs were not satisfi ed. individually, then there 'would be 'fight' 
and 'flight'. 

If socialisation processes were inadequate then these inadeqUacies would 
also be displayed in the children. Violent parents produced violent 
children. 

27. 

If violence was to be reduced in our SOCiety, one would have to look towards 
mechanisms for improving the quality of family life. 

In examining aspects of 'aggression', Mrs Ross said that aggression \-Ias 
normal and was similar to the sex drive. In her opinion, aggression should 
be directed to purposeful activities, applicable to individuals or groups. 

Drink and unemployment were contributory factors associated with violence. 
Drink lowered the threshold of inhibition while unemployment lowered self 
esteem. 

Some people who could be classified as psychopathic required custodial care 
to protect themselves and members of society. 

Mrs Ross concluded by saying that society required protection from violent 
people and personally advocated the death penalty for such crimes as armed 
robbery, lddna.pping and bombing. 
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DISCUSSION 

The group were of the opinion that more could be done by football 
clubs in structuring their grounds for more sui table viewing. For 
instance, more seats could be provided in sepcu·a.ted blocks thereby 
reducing the potential for violence. Mr Sinclair (Social Worker, 
strathclyde) pointed out that that would be difficult because of 
expenditure and reduction of crowds. In his view, it had to be 
realised that there was a business motive in running a football club 
and that factor inhibited progress in dealing with violence. 

The group were divided on the issue of closing public houses near the 
grolmd. Sheriff Maguire tnought that the closure of public houses 
near the stadium would not necessarily be helpful and felt that the 
fans would drink in other areas before reaching the ground. 

Councillor Theurer considered that the education system bore some 
responsibility for the present violence in society. Free expression 
and the liberalisation of education had created difficulties. 

Mrs Muir (Psychologist Douglas Inch Clinic), however, proposed a more 
individualistic approach to teenagers. She felt that their levels of 
maturity did not permit them to cope with social situations in which 
they fOlmd themselves. 

Mr Ian Gordon (Chairman Children's Panels strathclyde) made a plea for 
immediate action rather than continually looking towards what action 
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may be required in the future. In this respect it was felt that 'Report 
Centres' similar to those in England may be a helpful resource in dealing 
immediately with youths who manifest violent behav:J.our. 
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VIOLENCE IN INSTITUTIONS 

MR. ROGER roVE 

~ONAL INTERMEDIATE TREATMENT OFFICER 

Mr Dove said that there WaJ3 no simple explanation or cure for violence. 

Professor Tinberg once observed that ''man haJ3 inherent aggression" and 
Mr Dove aJ3ked what happened if inherent aggression could not find an 
appropriate legal and justified avenue of expression? 

An institution WaJ3 an organised body operating for society, its focus 
being on control and cont.ainment. The needs of st aff were oft en more 
import ant than the needs of cli ents. 

Heads of List D Schools found it difficult to change institutions to a 
growth and development of personality dimension because of traditional 
staff attitudes. 

Approved Schools and Borstals often reinforced violent attitudes. 
Residential institutions were often a breeding ground for the gro\.nh 
and development of violent behaviour. 

Repression, or at leaJ3t constraint, encouraged feelings of frustration 
which in turn produced violent behaviour. 

DISCUSSION! ••• 



DISCUSSION 

The discussion centred around the List D Schools. The group agreed with 
Councillor Heriot's view that the old systems of institutional care \.,rere 
not helpful and that new approaches were necessary. 

Nr Davies outlined some of the new approaohes for pupils who were admitted 
to List D Schools. Pupils and parents were now more often engaged in 
decision maldng processes which reduced the levels of frustration and 
social processes were nOlo( in operation which \.,ould motivate rather than 
frustrate children in care. 

It \'la.s pointed out that perhaps more overt violence was displayed in day 
schools than residential establishments. It was accepted, however, that 
closed institutions such as prisons could encourage violent behaviour. 
The people responsible for running such institutions were aware of this 
and as such \'lere always prOviding areas for the legitimate expression of 
frustration and anger. 
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VIOLENCE IN THE FAMILY 

CJIIEF INSPECTOR mCAS 

LOTHIANS AND BORDERS POLICE 

Chief Inspector Lucas bega...'l by referring to the difficulties of 
identifying and gaining evidence about violence in the family. 

Generally, the only ,ritnesses to such violence vrere members of the 
family concenled in the incident and usually they \'lere not prepared 
to act as vri tnesses against each other. That WM particul!lI'ly so in 
the case of 'wife assaults'. 

The majority of incidents were not reported because the violent 
behaviour took place in a private area. Statistics showed that drink 
played a part in about 80"/0 of the incidents concerned with Hife or 
husband assault. 

:Mr Lucas was of the opinion that .. Tife and child aBsaults .lere on the 
increase, but there were no statistics to prove it. \fuen people went 
to social workers for help they Here not generally honest about the 
reasons for their physical injuri es. They usually covered up by saying 
that they had fallen or had bumped into something. The obvious 
difficulties or accurately recording incidents of violenc~ was apparent. 

The police were sometimes criticised for not taking action "lhen called 
to a house and that kin r1 of criticism \'las unfair as the police had to 
ascertain whether there was suffic:ient evidence for a prosecution. 

The police officer ,.,.as also aware that his a.ction might provoke a break
down in the marriage and he had to be careful in his decision-making. 

Professor l'lalker had suggested that police should report violent incidents 
to the social worker. By la ... this was not possible, but the reverse 
procedure was possible. 

Chief Inspector Lucas concluded. by saying that it ought to be the duty 
of doctors, teachers, social workers, etc., to report incidents of 
violence and injury to the police. If such reports ,.,.ere not made, the 
police could not assist in situations of family violence. 

DISCUSSION! ••• 
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DISCUSSION 

The discussion centred around 'battered children' and 'battered 
wives' al'l.d there was general agreeillent with the speakers' comments. 

Dr Hhatmore spoke about 'love-hate' relationships and was of the 
opinion that women in prisons dicl not wish to get out of the violent 
family situation. 

It was pointed out by members of the group that some people did not 
really want to complain to authority but simply wished a sympathetic 
ear. The police, therefore, had a recognisably difficult task in 
identifying and providing sufficient evidence for a prosecution. 

Hhere children were concerned, it was felt that the police should have 
special powers to report information to social workers. Children hOO "'
right "Ii (} be ,PI'ot ect ad :from vi olence and all agenci es (doct ors, teachers, 
social workers, police, etc) should combine to enact this right. 

It was pointed out that a Register was now being kept of child.t'en at 
risk. The group considered that \.,.hile it was a useful approach to the 
problem it could create difficulties in the area of confidentiality 
and parents might be threatened by the possible knowledge that a 
confidential register existed. 
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VIOLENCE ON THE STREETS AND TERRACING 

SUPERINTENlENT ERI AN PHILLIPS 

IlEVON AND CORNHALL POLICE 

Superintendent Phillips described a study of juvenile violence I.hich 
had been completed in his force. Of crimes and offences reported 
against juveniles under the age of 16 years, 3~{, I.ere recorded as being 
instances of gratuitous violence (as distinct from instrumental violence 
for example, violence in pursuit of theft). The ma\jori ty of offenders 
... ere in the 13/14 or 15/16 8€e group and there l-las very li tt le evidence 
of any reported incidents of that nature in children under 12. There 
were more boys reported for such offences, but the girls reported formed 
a larger proportion of the total offences reported against girls. 
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In half of the instances, violent behaviour had occurred betl-leen 
juveniles of approximat ely the same 8€e and a further 2~~ involved 
violence against yotmger juveniles. There Has very little evidenoe indeed 
of juveniles attacking older people - the majority of incidents beinG 
trivial in nature, causing little injury. There \'Iere, however, serious 
incidents - for example, a fight in a pub vlhich had led to serious 
stabbing, an incident where a boy had more or less at random thrown a 
brick at another crowd of children and a fractured skull had been sustained 
and an incident of attempted rape I'There a girl had sustained severe injuries. 
Most of the offences reported occurred in streets and public places, except 
that the girls tended to be fighting in youth clubs and the reported fights 
were mostly retaliation over boyfriend squabbles. 

Three-quarters of the offenders reported came from social classes 4 nnd 5 
and in the area where the survey took place 12% of the housing stock viaS 

local authority, being occupied by 14% of the popUlation. 41% of all 
juvenilo cri:ll,s ~':'!3e from this area. The girls in the study proved to be 
a particula.:.··ly deprived group, with a large proportion coming from big 
f~~lies where there was a single parent. 

Superintendent Phillips noted that the cautioning system for juveniles 
seemed to be processing more "violent" juveniles to Court than other 
offenders - 70% of the total offenders were cautioned \'lhereas in the case 
of violence a very high proportion were prosecuted. 

He then noted that in the cases of instrumental violence l'ihich the study 
had looked at - for example, robbery, attempted robbery - the young people 
involved had not CQme from such a deprived background and there I,ere very 
many more who came from social class 3. He could offer no particular 
explanation of that. 

The 'I'orbay area l'laS a holiday area where large numbers of licensed premises 
and discos operated late into the night and the Police sal-l the control of 
such establishments as a key factor in controlling violent incidents amongst 
the young. 
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VIOLENCE ON THE STREETS AWD TERRACING 

DETECTIVE SUPERINTENDENT DERRICK McALLISTER 

STRATHCLYTIE POLICE 

Mr ?>lcAllister took issue I'Ti th Professor Halker who had claimed that 
there had been a steady increase in serious violence against the person 
- murder, culpable homicide, serious assault, etc. ].IT McAllister noted 
that in the years 1967/75 the figures for serious assaults in Scotland 
had remained relatively constant at around 2,500 to 3,000 reports per 
annum. In his view, the more insidious and serious problem arose in 
relation to more petty matters and in relation to juveniles. During 
the same period, the total increase in crime reported overall was 52;b. 
The increase in petty assaults reported during this period I'/as 91%. There 
was a 72% increase in reported incidents or breach of the peace, 10~~ of 
an increase in reported incidents of malicious mischief and 306% increase 
in reported inoidents Jf the taking and driving away of motor vehicles. 
Mr McAllister considered that all these crimes were gratuitous in nature 
and the motivation to offend "for kicks" appeared to be increasing, thus 
proving a real problem for the law enforcement agency. 

Group disorders among the young people seemed to be increasing such as 
on publio transport, football matches, pubs, dance halls and there \'/as a 
worrying arrogance in the attitude of young offenders. He regarded the 
Children's Panels as lacking both the legal provisions and practical 
resources to make any inroads into the problem and also considered that 
the Courts were over-lenient in dealing with violent offenders and that a 
larger proportion of violent offenders should be detained. 

Mr McAllister spoke in detail of the difficulties the Police faced in 
obtaining public co-operation particularly in relation to assaults and 
gang scenes. Victims of assaults were often afraid or unwilling to make 
a complaint and witnesses were reluctant to come forward. He gave three 
examples of assaults where people had received facial injuries with glass. 
In One incident, a twenty two year old man had been hit on the face \'lith 
a bottle, follOWing a trivial argument in a chip shop - in a crowded chip 
shop nobody could be found who would identify the assailant or be a \"fitness 
to the incident. In another incident a fight in a pub had started beCause 
one eighteen year old accidentally spilt beer on another. A broken tumbler 
resulted in thirteen stitches in a C1It face - the pub staff oalled the 
Police and there Has no identification of the assailant from anyone in the 
pub. In the third inci.dent I a gr:mp of friends had gone to a nearby town 
for a drink and had then been picked. on by another group, rece:1.ving kickings 
and quite a severe beating up and again there had been no proseoution because 
of lack of evidence. 

In conclusi on, Mr McAllist er sai d that so far as football vi olence l-tas 
concerned, the key factor was the control of spectators and fans at a;.,.ay 
matches, and the control had to start a long time before the group got on 
to the terraces. 
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DISCUSSION 

Discussion in the group took t,.,.o particular lines, one considering 
the practical changes which could be made to the present situation in 
regard to the policing of football matches, pubs, etc., and also 
considering the more fundamental nature of society and attitudes to 
violence. 
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It was observed that society , .. as a violent one, which in many \'1~ valued 
violent, 8€;gressive and tough behaviour'. There ,.,.as a need to unders"Md 
culture and to examine the long tern radical reform of cultural vnlues. 
There was a debate about whether this long term analysis lias not an 
excuse for doing nothing about the practical si tuati on or lihether practi cal 
measures could be of any effect if a long term understanding of the 
problem was no·t embarked upon. 

The group discussed the proposed detention of dangerous offenders and 
foresaw difficulties in publio aooeptanoe of this idea. It was also 
seen that there were diffioulties in public acceptance over measures 
l .. hich might be introduced to control the violence at football matches. 
For example, there could be control of transport to alia::! matches, 
forbidding cluldren unaocompanied by adults to enter grounds, forbidding 
unifonns, team songs, etc. There ,.,ould also be difficulties in the public 
attitudeto drink, in particular the Scottish attitude to drink. 

Finally, it was necessary for appropriate outlets for ~gression in young 
people to be provided rather t~~ for all 8€;gressive tendencies merely to 
be repressed. 
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VIOLENCE IN INSTI'IUTlQ1:!§, 

DR. RICHARD ROCKSTRO 

CARSTAIRS STATE HOSPITAL 

Dr Rockstro began by outlining his olm experience of life wi thin 
insti tutions - at an Engli"h public school, in a local psychintric 
hospital, within the Prison Service, and in a State Hospital. Of 
these, he thought -the State Hospital the least violent, the prison, 
the looal hospital and boarding school all being in their olm ways 
pretty aggressive institutions and in particular, he noticed that in 
local psychiatric hospitals there were difficulties in the control of 
pati ents' behavi our. 
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He defined the problem of minimising \~Ole~C0 within institutions as 
having two main oomponen.tA - fi~"stJ.y, the methods of oontrol I-Ihioh l.,rerfl 
appropriate ;.rithin institutions and secondly the provision of appropriate 
methods of non-violent self"-expression to peorle ~rho were detained in. 
insti tuti ons. 

The methods of control within institutions included first of all the 
sacurity, in a physical sense, of that institution. He saw difficulties 
arising on occasions when institutions had not fully thought out for 
themselves their policy in regard to physical security and the appropriate 
measures of obtaining this. l'lithin a secure physicfl.l environment the 
key factor in institutional life Wa.'3 the appropriate staffing levels and 
appropriate trFlining of staff. It was of supreme importance that very 
high ethical staff standards should be provided. Any institution must 
maximise the good of its environment since essentially an institution is 
providing milieu therapy. 

In regard to self expression, it I-ras important that there should be 
physical outlets for self expression in work, and perhaps more appropriately 
in sporting activities. Artistic Mtivities were important as were other 
hobbies and interests l.,rhich could be pursued in a thoroughgoing manner. 
The key fact or in redu.oing violence and aggressive feelings was the 
provision of appropriate oommunication at all levels - boatween staff and 
inmates and then through appropriate higher authority within the institution 
and to appropriate authorities outwith the institution. In conolusion, 
Dr Rockstro said it was very important that inmates grievances and complaints 
should be listened to and attended to. He also sa;.r value in the safety 
valve of providing for minor abuse of minor rules .~ feeling that if sometimes 
'the residents in the institution felt they had got one over on the staff, 
that this could. "be a valuable reduction of tension between the staff and 
inrnat es. 
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DISCUSSION 

Much of the discussion within the group centred on the aJ1propriate 'flay 
of dealing with complaiuts within institutions. Mr Dingwall, the 
Governor of Pert h Pri son, explained in det ai 1 what actually happened to 
prisoners -. how their complaints were dealt with by the Governor, by the 
Visiting Committee, by the Secretary of State and by the M.P. There Has 
some discussion about the provision for the breach of minor ru.les. 
Opinions were divided as to whether this was in any way appropriate to 
the mana~;ement of potential violence in institu.tions. DiscuBsion took 
place about the Special Unit at Barlinnie. The question was raised 
whether the Unit had been provided to try to improve the offenders 
committed to it, or to relieve violence elsewhere in the prison service. 
The aims were not seen as incompatible. 

F'inally,hhere was some discussion about when and hew it was appropriate 
for outside authority to step in to offences alleged to have been 
committed in institutions ~ for example, assaults by staff on inmates, 
'iSsaults by inmates by staff, thefts by inmates of other inmates and so 
on. 
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VIOT..ENCE HITHIN THE FA1f.ILY 

MIt. roUGLAS ALLAN 

ASSISTANT PROCURATOR FISCAL, GLASGOl-! 

Mr Allan begM by draHing a distinction bet\'leen people I"ho Here violent 
all the time and those Hho Here violent only Hhen angry or drunk. It 
was possible that there exist ed tl"O different groups of people and 
different methods of tackling the problem miJ?,ht be required. Very f8'" 
children seemed to assault parents and perhaps it wos the case that 
chi ldren from violent homes took their violence outside the home and 
thC't all examination should be made of the homes from ,.,hich ,;uvenile 
offenders came. Typical cases of violence Here assaults by pA.rents 
against parents or parents a.gainst children. 

The contribution of alcohol to domestic violence could not be lwder-r.'1ted 
and might it be worthwhile if a campaign agRinst drink, on the lines of 
the C8Illpaign against smoking ,,,£\.8 mount ed? 

Mr AllClll wondered if there should be a statutory relaxation of the 1m ... 
requiring corroboration of Hives' evidence in cnses of assault. He 
discussed the reluctance of prosecutors to use young children as l'Titnesses 
because of their possible unreli ability Mel. the pot entiaiL effects on <". 
child of being required to give evidence ag~inst a parent. He wondered 
R.bout the motivation of vTomen returnine to violent men (')1' even marryinf, 
men who had alrea.dy beeniri.olsnt tov:ords them. There were the practical 
problems of a \',ife Repara:ted from a husband emel the problems of finance 
end housinp,-. In view of the increasing number of 8ssaul ts by men on 
their pregnant wives, could there be an aggr,.vc:.ted offence of assault 
aeainst the unborn child requirine special pena.lties? 

In conclusion, rf.r Allan "Tondered Nhat should be done about the child ",rho 
is not physically assaulted but mentally tormented Md greN up in a violent 
atmosphere? In investieating an assault on 11. child, "hen one got to the 
si tuati on I-Ihere one or other parent must havfl done it, was there My new 
kind of investigation or nel-l kind of offence ",hich should be brought into 
beine? 
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DISCUSSION 

The discussion covered only some aspects of a very wide and varied 
problem. Various contributors wondered about the limitations and the 
appropriateness of the State interferi.ng in domestic situations. There 
was considerable discussion about the appropriate method of dealing 11i th 
non-accidental injury to children and in particular in relation to 
regional review committees. 

Many of those in the discussion group were involved in one way or another 
in the new regional review committees and the setting up of "at risk" 
registers. There was a general feeling that people were willing to try 
to c~operate to prevent incidents of violence against children. In 
particular it was seen that the Children's Pal'lel had a protective role 
in such situations. 

It was recognised, however, that there was still a very difficult area 
over confidentiality, investigation and dealing with suspected cases. In 
particular, social work and medical agencies might be reluctant to c.?~l 
in the Police or make reports to the Procurator F~scal. Mr Allan main
tained that he could not recall an incident 11here, when representations 
had been made to the Fiscal and a case made out for the inappropriateness 
of pr':>secution, prosecution had taken place. 
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Dr Rock:3tro raised the question of the setting dOHn of proper guidelines 
for decision making in such cases and wondered if society could be dogmatic 
about the risks of returning children to violent hOIn@s. 

It seemed to be the general view of many people in the group discussion 
that there oW!ht to be no paniC in reducing standards of proof, corrobor
ation, etc. required. The group seemed to find it difficult to tackle 
the problem of the prevention of violence within the family. 
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